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Qwilion of Questhaven,�

 

In my travels I have, upon occasion, come face to face 

with the fiercest chromatic variety of dragons -- the 

reds. I survived these encounters through sheer wit, 

recognizing one of the weakness of the tyrants of the 

mountains -- vanity. Every red dragon, no matter how 

depraved or twisted, enjoys hearing how glorious it is. 

So I, renowned chronicler that I am, offered to share 

their tales in their own voices to the wilder world, an 

opportunity usually denied red dragons since most 

would rather slay chroniclers than hear their tales. I 

cannot speak to the absolute veracity of what follows, 

but I added my own observations as a guide to the 

truth. I have compiled these biographies into a book, as 

promised. In these pages you will find the tales of the 

most infamous (and would-be infamous) red dragons 

in all of the lands beyond Questhaven.�

 

With all respect,�

 

Leiraleen Amelour�
�

 

SourcesSourcesSourcesSources    
Items marked with an asterisk (*) can be found in the 

various appendices of this product, while other items 

can be found in other resources as listed below.�
APG See the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Advanced 

Player's Guide.�
UC See the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate 

Combat.�
UE See the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate 

Equipment.�
UM See the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Ultimate 

Magic. 
�

�

Seer Hekkush,Seer Hekkush,Seer Hekkush,Seer Hekkush,    
The Undying Oracle of Ash The Undying Oracle of Ash The Undying Oracle of Ash The Undying Oracle of Ash 

CR 30CR 30CR 30CR 30�

I must confess, I was not born a dragon. Long, long 

ago I came into this world as...something else entirely. I 

am the last of my kind. The rest...all dead and gone. I 

watched as the world gave birth to new races. I saw time 

pass from age to age. Twice, the world itself nearly 

perished. Twice a great darkness overtook all things, and 

twice the sun rose once more, driving back the darkness.�

Each day brings something new to these old eyes. 

Each age offers new insight. Knowledge is lost, and the  

forgotten is found again. The tenacity of life amazes me, 

even still. The fact that you, a tiny little human, sit 

before me, recording my words...I never thought a day 

like this would come.�

So many secrets...I know so many secrets. I have 

lived so many lives. I will live so many more before the 

end of time.�

 

Note 

Seer Hekkush is fascinating. He’s a mummy, of 

sorts (his sarcophagus serves him as armor) and a 

dragon that walks upon two legs. At first sight, he is 

terrible to behold, but he is not evil. Hekkush sees all 

things. He knows from the past what to expect from the 

future. He has a keen intellect and his brilliance cannot 

be hidden.�

Of all the dragons I met in my travels, I count 

myself fortunate indeed to have come across Hekkush. 

He has so much to teach, and I am willing to learn.�

 

Seer Hekkush, Seer Hekkush, Seer Hekkush, Seer Hekkush,     
The Undying Oracle of Ash CR 30The Undying Oracle of Ash CR 30The Undying Oracle of Ash CR 30The Undying Oracle of Ash CR 30�
XP 9,840,000�

Male accelerated bipedal dread mummy undead lord 

very young red dragon diviner 11/loremaster 10�

LN Medium undead (augmented dragon, fire)�

Init +18; Senses arcane sight, dragon senses, read 

magic, see invisibility, smoke vision; Perception +41�

Aura aura of despair* (100 ft., DC 35), desecrate* (20 

ft.) 
�

DefenseDefenseDefenseDefense�
AC 56, touch 26, flat-footed 45 (+5 armor, +5 deflection, 

+9 Dex, +2 dodge, +21 natural, +4 shield)�

hp 411 (30 HD; 9d8+21d6+300)�

Fort +28, Ref +29, Will +34; +8 vs. mind-affecting  

effects�

Defensive Abilities channel resistance +4, mind 

blank, resistant to blows*; DR 10/—; Immune fire, 

magic missile, undead traits; Resist cold 10 
�

OffenseOffenseOffenseOffense�
Speed 60 ft., climb 40 ft., fly 180 ft. (average)�

Melee bite +37 (1d8+25 plus mummy rot), 2 claws +37 

(1d6+18 plus mummy rot), 2 wings +32 (1d4+11 plus 

mummy rot)�

Special Attacks breath of death* (DC 35), breath 

weapon (30 ft. cone, DC 35, 4d10 fire), command 

undead, create spawn, diviner's fortune (+5, 16/day)�

Spell-Like Abilities (CL 30th; concentration +40)�

Constant—haste (self only)�

At will—animal messenger, calm animals (DC 21), heat 

metal (DC 22), summon swarm�
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Seer Hekkush, The Undying Oracle of Ash 
 

2/day—commune with nature, control winds (DC 25), 

dominate animal (DC 23), insect plague�

1/day—control weather, creeping doom (DC 27), darkness, 

earthquake, fear (DC 24), summon undead (45 HD of 

dread mummies), sunbeam (DC 27)�

Spells Prepared (CL 25th; concentration +38)�

9th—astral projection, etherealness, foresightD (DC 32), 

shapechange (2), summon monster IX, time stop�

8th—discern locationD, greater prying eyesD, mind 

blank (already cast), moment of prescienceD 

(already cast), prismatic wall (DC 31), quickened 

dimension door (DC 31), temporal stasis (DC 31)�

7th—banishment (DC 30), greater scryingD (DC 30), 

insanity (DC 30), plane shift (DC 30), reverse 

gravity (DC 30), spell turning, visionD�

6th—analyze dweomerD (2, DC 29), circle of death (DC 

29), disintegrate (DC 29), globe of invulnerability, 

greater dispel magic (2)�

 5th—contact other planeD, dominate person (DC 

28), feeblemind (2, DC 28), prying eyesD, 

quickened true strikeD, telekinesis (DC 28), 

transmute rock to mud (DC 28)�

4th—arcane eyeD, bestow curse (DC 27), detect scryingD 

(2), greater invisibility (2, DC 27), locate creatureD 

(2), scryingD (2, DC 27), silence (2, DC 27)�

3rd—clairaudience/clairvoyanceD, displacement (DC 

26), major image (DC 26), suggestion (2, DC 26), 

slow (3, DC 26)�

2nd—alter self, detect thoughtsD (2, DC 25), invisibility 

(DC 25), locate objectD (2), resist energy (2, DC 25), 

spider climb (DC 25)�

1st—disguise self (DC 24), expeditious retreat, identifyD 

(3), shield (2), true strikeD (2)�

0 (at will)—mage hand, mending (DC 23), message, 

prestidigitation�

D divination spell; Opposition School evocation 
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TacticsTacticsTacticsTactics�
Before Combat Each day, Hekkush typically casts 

mind blank, moment of prescience, and prying eyes on 

himself each day, and all are in effect. Assuming his 

prying eyes spot assailants ahead of time, he casts the 

following spells to prepare for their arrival: foresight, 

spell turning, spider climb, shield, and silence on 

himself. He enjoys using alter self and shapechange to 

make opponents think he is something other than what 

he truly is.�

During Combat In the first round of combat, Hekkush 

makes use of his spell cunning arcane discovery to 

substitute the normally required verbal component of 

slow for a the focus component of a drop of quicksilver, 

and casts slow on grouped opponents.�

Morale Unless he dismisses it, as soon as he is reduced 

below 100 hit points, Hekkush is immediately teleported 

to his inner sanctum. Once there, he immerses himself 

in a pool of negative energy quintessence*, gaining fast 

healing 10 for as long as he is in the pool, or until a total 

of one thousand points of damage are healed.�

Should he wish to flee before his contingency activates, 

he uses his quickened dimension door to remove 

himself from the immediate combat, then blocks pursuit 

by casting prismatic wall.�

Base Statistics AC 52, flat-footed 41 (no shield), 

Defensive Abilities no mind blank; Immune no 

magic missile; Speed no climb; Skills Climb +14. 
�

StatisticsStatisticsStatisticsStatistics�
Str 39, Dex 29, Con —, Int 36, Wis 27, Cha 30�

Base Atk +19; CMB +33; CMD 59�

Feats Aerial Maneuvers*, Aerial Mobility*, Combat 

ReflexesB, Command UndeadB, Craft Magic Arms and 

Armor, Craft Rod, Craft Staff, Craft Wand, Craft 

Wondrous Item, DodgeB, Eschew Materials, Flyby 

Attack, Forge Ring, Improved Caster Level*, Improved 

InitiativeB, MobilityB, Multispell*, Quicken SpellB, Scribe 

ScrollB, Skill Focus (Knowledge [history, local]), Spring 

AttackB, Stand StillB�

Skills Acrobatics +9 (+21 jumping), Appraise +26, 

Climb +22, Craft (alchemy) +26, Craft (armor, bows, 

weapons) +19, Diplomacy +43, Fly +42, Knowledge 

(arcana, dungeoneering, engineering, geography, 

nobility, planes, religion) +42, Knowledge (history, local) 

+57, Knowledge (nature) +51, Linguistics +46, 

Perception +41, Sense Motive +41, Spellcraft +46, 

Stealth +33, Use Magic Device +43�

Languages Common, Draconic, Undercommon, plus 

41 more; undead telepathy; tongues�

SQ arcane bond (amulet of proof against detection and 

location), arcane discoveries (opposition researchUM 

[illusion], spell cunning*, theurge* [silence]), 

forewarned, greater lore, lore +5, permanent spells, 

scrying adept, secrets (applicable knowledge, dodge 

trick, more newfound arcana, secret knowledge of 

avoidance, secrets of inner strength), true lore�

Combat Gear greater extend metamagic rod, greater 

quicken metamagic rod, staff of evocation, wand of 

enervation (50 charges), wand of inflict critical wounds 

(50 charges); Other Gear bracers of armored 

resistance +5, headband of mental superiority +6 

(Diplomacy, Linguistics, Sense Motive), ring of 

protection +5, ring of wizardry (type IV), spell 

component pouch, tome of clear thought +5 (already 

read) 
�

Special AbilitiesSpecial AbilitiesSpecial AbilitiesSpecial Abilities�
Command Undead (Su): Hekkush has two methods 

of controlling undead it has not itself created. First, as a 

free action, he can automatically control all normal 

undead within 30 ft., except those with Hit Dice or a 

Charisma score of 31 or more. Undead he could control 

never attack him unless compelled.�

 Second, up to 13 times per day, Hekkush may 

use his Command Undead feat (DC 35) to command 

other dread mummies.�

Contingency: If reduced below 100 hit point, a 

teleport spell activates, transporting him to his inner 

sanctum.�

Create Spawn (Su): In addition to being able to 

create dread mummies with his breath of death*, 

Hekkush possesses two additional ways to created 

undead spawn. First, any creature killed by his mummy 

rot turns to dust and blows away. Unless Hekkush is 

destroyed, a week later the infected and now dead 

creature reforms as a dread mummy next to Hekkush, 

under his control.�

 Second, and much quicker than waiting for a 

creature to succumb to mummy rot, Hekkush can 

outright slay a creature. 1d4 minutes later, the slain foe 

rises as a dread mummy under Hekkush's control.�

Greater Lore (Ex): Hekkush gains a +10 

circumstance bonus to Spellcraft checks to determine 

the abilities of a magic items.�

Lore: Hekkush gains a +5 bonus to all Knowledge 

checks, and can make Knowledge checks untrained.�

Mummy Rot (Su): Curse and disease—slam; save 

Fort DC 25; onset 1 minute; frequency 1/day; effect 1d6 

Con and 1d6 Cha; cure —. Mummy rot is both a curse 

and disease and can only be cured if the curse is first 

removed, at which point the disease can be magically 

removed. Even after the curse element of mummy rot is 

lifted, a creature suffering from it cannot recover 

naturally over time. Anyone casting a conjuration 

(healing) spell on the afflicted creature must succeed on 

a DC 20 caster level check, or the spell is wasted and the 
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healing has no effect. Anyone who dies from mummy rot 

turns to dust and cannot be raised without a 

resurrection or greater magic. The save DC is Charisma-

based.�

Permanent Spells: Hekkush has the following 

permanent spells on himself: arcane sight, greater 

magic fang (+4 on bites, claws, and wings), read magic, 

see invisibility, and tongues. All of these have a caster 

level of 25th.�

Secrets: Hekkush has uncovered the following secrets.�

 Applicable Knowledge: This secret grants 

Hekkush Stand Still as a bonus feat.�

 Dodge Trick: This secret grants Hekkush a +1 

dodge bonus to AC.�

 More Newfound Arcana: This secret grants 

Hekkush a bonus 2nd-level spell slot, in addition to 

those gained from his high Intelligence score.�

 Secret Knowledge of Avoidance: This secret 

grants Hekkush a +2 bonus on Reflex saves.�

 Secrets of Inner Strength: This secret grants 

Hekkush a +2 bonus on Will saves.�

Spellbook: Hekkush has all wizard spells from Chapter 

10 of the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game Core Rulebook 

in his spellbooks.�

True Lore (Ex): Once per day, Hekkush can use his 

knowledge to gain the effect of either a legend lore spell 

or an analyze dweomer spell. If used to create a legend 

lore effect, this ability has a 1 minute casting time, 

regardless of how much information is already known 

about the subject in question.�

Undead Telepathy (Su): Hekkush can telepathically 

communicate with other undead within 100 ft., 

including mindless undead such as skeletons and 

zombies.�
�

�

The Foul Doctor FeulzikThe Foul Doctor FeulzikThe Foul Doctor FeulzikThe Foul Doctor Feulzik    
CR 28CR 28CR 28CR 28�

 

There are many great wonders in this world, the 

greatest of which is the essence or life-force that imbues 

all things. My Grand Experiment tests the powers of this 

vital essence, its limits, and implications. I am most 

interested in how so many varieties of life have formed 

from this one form of energy, and how some creatures 

seem to be able to imbue non-living materials with this 

substance. Is it possible to harness this puissance and 

use it as a weapon? Is that where the power of 

necromancy lies? Is it possible to steal some of the 

essence of others to strengthen your own? So many 

questions arise from the first great question: What is life? 

After centuries of study and experiment, I have yet to 

answer all of these questions. Perhaps some are 

unanswerable. Or, as I believe is more likely, some 

answers are so complex, I will only fully understand 

them once I have passed through every stage of life, 

from birth to death to undeath, perhaps to reincarnation. 

I cannot predict where my Grand Experiment will lead 

me, but I will follow it to the very end of time.�

 

Note: �

Village folk of his territory know that Doctor Feulzik 

masquerades as many different individuals to further his 

Grand Experiment. They were unable to give me names 

for it seems he retires a persona once someone exposes 

it. They told me he mostly does good works, healing the 

sick and caring for the poor. But every so often, someone 

will disappear, never to be seen again. The villagers 

whisper that Feulzik lures them away in the night, 

performing some unspeakable ritual wtih them. What I 

learned is that, even if they did return, they would no 

longer be human--or at least not fully. What I saw in his 

stronghold shook me to the core. He had many servants, 

all of whom seemed to fit the descriptions of missing 

villagers. But then I touched one, and it was cold as ice. I 

thought perhaps they were undead, but when I tried to 

examine one further I found something even more 

disturbing. These...things...were never alive to begin 

with.�

That’s when I heard the screams. I followed them 

down into a dark hole and found cells of people, some of 

whom I had just left. I realized something very powerful, 

very disturbing was going on in that place. I couldn’t 

leave fast enough. 
 

The Foul Doctor FeulzikThe Foul Doctor FeulzikThe Foul Doctor FeulzikThe Foul Doctor Feulzik    
CR 28CR 28CR 28CR 28�
XP 4,920,000�

Male mythic rune-carved savant great wyrm red dragon�

N Colossal dragon (fire)�

Init +3; Senses dragon senses, smoke vision; 

Perception +45�

Aura fire aura (10 ft., 2d6 fire), frightful presence (360 

ft., DC 43) 
�

DefenseDefenseDefenseDefense�
AC 53, touch 6, flat-footed 49 (+4 armor, +3 Dex, +1 

dodge, +39 natural, +4 shield, -8 size)�

hp 594 (29d12+406); regeneration 5 (see below)�

Fort +30, Ref +20, Will +29; -4 vs. bleed�

Defensive Abilities combat insight, deductive leap, 

uncanny dodge; DR 20/magic and DR 15/+4 piercing 

chaotic blood crystal; Immune all energy types, 

conditions and effects, magic missile; SR 48�

Weaknesses vulnerability to special weapon, bleed, 

force
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